
Chapters 3 & 4 

Polar Bears Past Bedtime 



Common Core Standards 
•  2.1.1.1 I can ask and answer such questions 

as who, what, where, when, why and how. 

•  2.3.1.4 I can decode one and two syllable 
words with both long and short vowels. 

•  1.3.1.3 I can pronounce the vowel-
consonant-silent “e” syllable with a long 
vowel sound and I can read - ed words with 
the correct pronunciation. 



Review 

•  Vowel-Consonant-Silent E syllable 
– The first vowel says its name, its long sound 
– The “e” is silent 

•  misty white     outside 
•  nine Siberian Huskies  surprised 
•  A small stove     sometimes 
•  gaze       inside  



-ed is pronounced /id/, /d/, or /t/ 
(Look for these –ed words as you read.) 

/t/   jumped, slipped, stepped, looked,  
        cracked 

/d/  en-tered,  showed, stayed, slowed 
   smiled, learned, boiled 

/id/  landed, sounded, lifted, started 
   



parka (par-ka) 



nervous 



snug 



“Shadows danced on the walls.” is figurative 
language. It is not real. It helps to make the 

pictures in our head more exciting. It tells us the 
shadows are moving. 



dogsled 



misty 



blunt 



Chapter 3 Discussion 
•  How did the seal hunter help Jack and 

Annie? 
•  Jack had a problem. He couldn’t get his 

backpack over his big new parka. What was 
the solution? 

•  What caused Jack to not be nervous of the 
howling sound?  

•  What signal word did the seal hunter use to 
make the dogs run? 

•  Describe how the dogsled looked (number, 
sound, background, movement, etc…) 



Chapter 4 Discussion 
•  What is an igloo? What is inside the seal 

hunters’ igloo? 
•  Why is dry snow good to use to build an 

igloo? 
•  Who has special ceremonies to thank the 

animals for helping? A wedding is a special 
ceremony where people get married. 

•  How did polar bears teach the seal hunters? 
•  Predict why Annie is squealing at the end of 

the chapter.  


